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The final phase of the 150th Anniversary celebrations is now complete. It has been a

wonderful year – with outstanding exhibitions, displays and new music, as well as the

great Portrait Gala and the campaign to acquire the portrait of John Donne – and I am

enormously grateful to all those who have given their help to make it so. The enthusiasm

for the Gallery and its work which has been revealed during the Anniversary year augurs

very well for the future.

In the spring of 2007 the portrait of John Donne will come off display for 

further investigative research, conservation treatment and the fitting of a new 

frame. This investigation fits the Gallery’s developing programme of research into 

Tudor and Jacobean portraiture, for which we are seeking wider and long-term funding. 

This particular conservation work is funded through a special donation from the Eva and

Hans K. Rausing Trust, and I am grateful for that special help, which came at the end of

the campaign to raise the £1.4 million required for the acquisition of the painting. Over

700 named individuals made a contribution, in addition to the many, many more who

put money in the special donations box or added a donation to their ticket price. This

was the first occasion when the Gallery could encourage Gift-Aid-linked donations and

when it received the first contribution from new Portrait Fund, alongside the larger 

contributions from the National Heritage Memorial Fund and The Art Fund.

The programme for the beginning of 2007 includes three particularly fascinating events.

The first is the display Faith and Church: Portraits by Don McCullin, which continues 

our series of group photographic portraits exploring a particular area of public life or 

enterprise. Following on from Julia Fullerton-Batten’s excellent series of leaders in the

health sector, this new commission focuses on just nine sitters who lead or represent 

the most prominent religious groupings in Britain today. The photographer is the 

distinguished photo-journalist Don McCullin, who has created a telling set of portraits.

The second, following in March, is the special display linked to the 200th 

commemoration of the first Act of Parliament aimed at the abolition of slavery. 

Like several other museums, the display, created by the historian Caroline Bressey, 

focuses on those who were involved with the slave trade over many generations, as well

as those, among them freed slaves, who argued hard for abolition. The third is the 

exhibition Between Worlds: Voyages to Britain 1700–1850, bringing together the 

portraits of some twelve subjects who travelled to London between 1700 and 1850,

sometimes as emissaries or representatives, and were painted here. These are important

as well as complex images in the history of cultural understanding.

From the
Director

Sandy Nairne
DIRECTOR

COVER AND BELOW

Daniel Radcliffe

by Emma Hardy, 2006

This portrait can be seen in the

Balcony Gallery as part of the

display Exceptional Youth:

Photographs by Emma Hardy.



MY FAVOURITE
PORTRAIT 

NEIL TENNANT

THE PLAYWRIGHT JOE ORTON was a famously 

enthusiastic and guilt-free homosexual. In his works,

written in the 1960s, he satirised conventional 

morality, revealing how much of it was merely a pose.

To quote the last line of his most famous play, Loot:

‘We must keep up appearances.’

The photographer Lewis Morley was a contemporary

of Orton and concentrated on theatre and the satirical

scene of the early 1960s. In 1963, however, he 

created one of the most iconic images of the period

when he photographed Christine Keeler, naked but

with much of her body provocatively concealed by a

very contemporary chair designed by Arne Jacobsen.

The image still seems to epitomise the period’s public

obsession with changing sexual morality. At the time it

was much parodied and Morley even photographed

David Frost in the same pose.

In his image of Joe Orton, taken two years later to

publicise the American production of Entertaining Mr

Sloane, Morley turned his famously heterosexual

image into a frank homosexual statement: Orton is 

up for it and happy to announce the fact at a time

when homosexual practices  in Britain were still illegal.

His attitude seems to say ‘Why not?’ According to

Morley, Orton told him that ‘he wanted it to be known

that he was the fittest, best-built playwright in the

western hemisphere’. Like Orton’s plays, this image 

is provocative and satirical, making much of what 

is being concealed. As such, I think it’s a brilliant 

collaboration between Morley and Orton and a 

riveting image of the period.

Two years after it was taken, Orton was murdered by

his lover and homosexuality in England was legalised.

Neil Tennant

BORN IN STOCKTON ON TEES , Walter Benington

(1872–1936) began his artistic career in the 1890s.

He first exhibited with the pictorialist photography

group ‘The Linked Ring Brotherhood’ in 1896.

This Photo-Secession movement, which operated 

in Britain between 1892 and 1910, included 

artist-photographers such as F.H. Evans, F. Holland

Day and Baron De Meyer, and advocated ‘the 

development of the highest form of Art of which

Photography is capable’. Benington’s study of the

London skyline with telegraph wires, entitled Among

the Housetops (1900) was praised by American 

pictorialist Edward Steichen. Two years later

Benington was elected to the Linked Ring with the

nickname ‘Housetopper’.

The Amateur Photographer on 4 February 1904

described Walter Benington as ‘one of the newer

front rank men in pictorial photography’. His choice

of a modern urban scene differed from the mostly

rural subjects favoured by British pictorialists.

WALTER
BENINGTON 

PICTORIAL
PORTRAITS

9 December 2006– 

17 June 2007

Room 31 showcase

On 5 April 1985, Neil Tennant quit

his job as a journalist at Smash

Hits to pursue a more active career

in pop with architecture student

Chris Lowe. The Pet Shop Boys

went on to become the most 

successful duo in British pop 

history with 36 Top Twenty hits

and ten Top Ten albums. 

The display Pet Shop Boys can be

seen in the Bookshop Gallery until 

7 March 2007.

LEFT AND ABOVE

Joe Orton by Lewis Morley, 1965

© Lewis Morley Archive

Neil Tennant by Jason Bell, 2003

© Jason Bell

In 1909, Benington turned to a career as a portrait

photographer, specialising in portraying subjects on

location or in their homes, using natural light.

Benington’s most celebrated images are of the

sculptor and draughtsman Henri Gaudier-Brzeska

(1891–1915) showing him with the Hieratic Head of

Ezra Pound (1914) capturing ‘the vivid, incisive 

manner, the eyes almost alarmingly intelligent’ that

Pound had recognised in his friend. Pound published

these studies in his 1916 book Gaudier-Brzeska: 

A Memoir.

In 1919, Benington began work as a freelance 

photographer for the portrait studio Elliott & Fry,

photographing personalities from the worlds of 

science, design, literature, theatre, art, politics and

religion. His portrait of Albert Einstein, taken on a 

visit to Oxford, was first exhibited in 1921. Portfolios

of his works taken at Oxford and Cambridge were

published in 1927 as Cambridge and Oxford Men of

Note. An important group of Benington’s portraits

was purchased at auction in 2002 and these 

pictures, together with works from the Elliott & Fry

archive, provide the first opportunity to re-appraise

his work in a comprehensive display at the Gallery 

in Room 31.

Clare Freestone

ASSISTANT CURATOR OF PHOTOGRAPHS

LEFT AND BELOW

Photograph of Henri Gaudier-

Brzeska from Gaudier-Brzeska:

A Memoir by Ezra Pound, 1916

© Estate of Walter Benington

Albert Einstein, 1921

Both by Walter Benington



WHEN THE JUDGES come together for the first of 

two days of selecting the Photographic Portrait Prize,

as Chair of the jury I am nervous about several points.

I worry that the quality of the entries will not match

that of previous years. I am concerned that the judges

should work well together – they will not have the

same point of view, but they must respect each

other’s opinions. I wonder how we can get through all

the prints in time, while making sure that we give each

image proper attention.

This year we are lucky to have photographer Grace

Lau; Curator and Director of Photoworks David

Chandler; European Editor of Teen Vogue Jenny

Dyson; and our Curator of Photographs, Terence

Pepper. I remind them of the criteria for selection and

explain that we will view the works together (up to six

each can be submitted) but that they will be judged

with no knowledge of the photographer’s identity.

This last point is crucial. We want to meet the subject

through the power of the image, and judge it on its

own merits, without knowing whether it was taken by

an established professional or a young photographer 

just out of college.

Once we have been sifting for a couple of hours – each

photograph or group held up in the best light – my first

two worries begin to subside. There are many, many

good portraits, and the judges are expressing their

enthusiasms even though they are responding quickly.

At this stage we can retain no more than about one in

twenty images. The work continues into the early

evening, but I am conscious that we should not stretch

it out for too long. By the end of the first day, the

judges have looked at more than nine tenths of the

5,000 or so images sent in. 

We meet again two days later, complete the initial sift

and go back through the 250 or so retained images to

reduce them to a ‘long-list’ of about a hundred. Now

we can lay the photographs out on tables, and it

becomes obvious that we have a really high standard

once again – everything from an image of a well-

known British comic to a group portrait of visitors to

the Notting Hill Carnival. The conversation intensifies.

Judges begin to say more clearly why they admire 

specific portraits and what exactly, in the subject, the

pose, the lighting or the printing, makes a particular

work a potential winner. We change from sifting 

to selecting the shortlist. This is a crucial moment, as 

it will tell me whether the judges’ views coincide or

diverge as they pick their own choice of four. This year

there was little overlap, so I need them to talk more

about which they think are the really successful works.

After more debate and successive voting, we get to 

a final four and eventually an overall winner.

Our final tasks are to reduce the long-list to sixty to fit

the exhibition space and to select the winner of the

Deloitte Commission. After two long days we are there

… but know that we have to wait three months before

we can see the portraits properly presented on the

walls of the Gallery, when we can admire them all 

over again.

Sandy Nairne

DIRECTOR

THE PRIZE-WINNING PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR 2006 ARE:

Richard Boll FIRST PRIZE

Joe is part of his Pavement series, in which Boll 

concentrates on individuals in Brighton, where he lives.

He met Joe outside his flat, and spent a few minutes

persuading him to pose. ‘With this kind of portraiture,

there’s a level of trust that has to be won in a short

space of time, and I always tell my subjects to 

be themselves. It lets them know I’m not out to 

misrepresent them; that I’m not being unkind.’

Richard Boll was born in Kenya, but moved to the 

Isle of Wight and started taking pictures in his teens.

He began by taking black and white images of the

local landscape. ‘Photography became both a hobby

and an obsessive-compulsive disorder.’

From this intense start Boll went on to graduate with a

BA in Photography from Edinburgh College of Art,

spent five years teaching there and now works as a

commercial photographer. He has managed to 

balance his commercial work with his own personal

projects and in 2004 won the Audi/Next Level

Contemporary Photographic Award.

Anna Bauer SECOND PRIZE

Living in New York, working on a combination of 

editorial projects for a variety of magazines, and

assisting photographers such as Jenny Gage and

Mitch Epstein, Bauer has exhibited in several group

shows.

She regularly returns to her native Germany to work on

her personal series Them, based on her extended 

family and half-siblings. Bauer watches her family

almost as an outsider, studying their behaviour 

for an insight into their lives. ‘Through this project 

I almost become one of them; they allow me to join

their world.’

JUDGING 
THE 2006
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PORTRAIT PRIZE

ABOVE

Judging the 2006 Photographic

Portrait Prize

(from left) Grace Lau, Jenny Dyson,

Sandy Nairne, Terence Pepper and

David Chandler

RIGHT

Joe

by Richard Boll, 2006

© Richard Boll

FIRST PRIZE



LEFT

Prudence and Julie

by Erin Kornfeld, 2006

© Erin Kornfeld

WINNER OF THE DELOITTE 

COMMISSION

Kiran Master THIRD PRIZE 

Within the commercial world of photography, Master

is known for his suburban imagery. He is a winner of

numerous Association of Photographers awards and

two Golden Lions from the International Advertising

Festival in Cannes.

Master grew up in Pinner, on the edge of London and

very much a part of suburbia. His family stood out in

this environment, as his mother was an artist and his

father is Indian. ‘I was an introverted, awkward child

and I suppose that sense of being an outsider is

deeply ingrained.’

Michelle is from a new body of works in which Master

focuses on personal projects, seeking out isolation. ‘In

the photograph of Michelle, the environment looks

distant and cold, but I hope her presence also conveys

a strong sense of life, albeit contained and confined.’

Kyoko Hamada FOURTH PRIZE

‘Photography works best when the very ordinary and

everyday is turned into something else, so I layer 

my own fantasies on to real, existing people or 

situations. If my photographs sometimes look

strange and surreal, that’s because life can often be

strange and surreal.’

Born in Tokyo, she moved with her family in her teens

to a small town in West Virginia. At first unable to

understand the language, she became highly 

observant of individuals through their body language,

gestures and mannerisms.

For the last six years she has worked as a commercial

photographer in New York. While working on a series

at Lake Placid in upstate New York, Hamada shot Emily

and her Grandmother, after stumbling on the pair

practising a song for a family party.

Erin Kornfeld

WINNER OF THE DELOITTE COMMISSION

The Deloitte Commission, for photographers aged

twenty-five and under, is won this year by Erin

Kornfeld, twenty-four, who discovered the camera in

her teens; her work concentrates on her friends 

and family.

Kornfeld was brought up in Greensboro, North

Carolina. Photographer Shelby Lee Adams is a great

influence on her work. ‘Shelby’s mission is not to 

belittle his subjects … but to dignify their lives through

an honest loving eye.… Seeing his work, I realised the

camera’s ability to empower people.’

Prudence and Julie is an insight into the friends’ world,

taken in their home on a Sunday morning as they read

the papers. ‘I wanted to capture their relaxed state in

the serenity of the Sunday morning light.’

Kornfeld is planning to return to the US to open up 

her own studio following this year’s Photographic

Portrait Prize.

With thanks to Richard McClure for the interviews;

Emma Black for the text.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PORTRAIT PRIZE
2006

8 November 2006 – 

18 February  2007 

Porter Gallery

Admission  £1 

LEFT FROM TOP

Jungs, Living Room, 

Schonstadt

by Anna Bauer, 2006

© Anna Bauer

SECOND PRIZE

Michelle

by Kiran Master, 2006

© Kiran Master

THIRD PRIZE

Emily and her Grandmother

by Kyoko Hamada, 2006

© Kyoko Hamada

FOURTH PRIZE

¨



‘BEING SINGLE, and having some money, and having

the time – having no men, you see’ was how the writer

Ivy Compton-Burnett rather bluntly explained why so

many women were writing fiction after World War I.

The photographic portraits in this display were made

in the period 1920–60, when the majority of fiction

was written by women, a phenomenon that can also

be explained by improved access to education and

society’s growing acceptance of the working woman.

The writers of this new wave of women’s fiction were

professional and prolific – by the age of thirty-two

Pamela Frankau had published twenty books and Enid

Blyton could produce a children’s book in five working

days. The popular romance writer Ruby Ayres declared

she ‘wrote for money’ and in 1955 told the Daily Mail

about her creative process: ‘First I fix the price, then 

I fix the title, then I write the book.’ She could write 

as many as 20,000 words a day.

Virginia Woolf believed that women’s fiction in 

the 1920s was ‘far more genuine and far more 

interesting to-day than it was a hundred or even fifty

years ago’. The diversity of women writers over these 

four decades is remarkable. This display includes

crime, romance and children’s writers, literary and

‘middlebrow’ novelists, and those who tackled 

issues of female sexuality, often facing scandal as a

consequence. The photographers in this collection

include Paul Tanqueray, Cecil Beaton and Man Ray;

the images range from studio portraits to portraits 

of the writer at work.

Rosie Broadley

ASSISTANT CURATOR

WOMEN 
WRITERS 

9 December 2006– 

17 June 2007

Room 31 showcase

Many of the young people featured in the display

have overcome tremendous obstacles to follow their

dreams and achieve their goals, among them

European Paralympian Dressage champion Sophie

Christiansen, who at just sixteen years of age won a

bronze medal at the Athens Paralympics. Teenagers

such as actor Daniel Radcliffe (famous for his role as

Harry Potter) and model Lily Cole, who have grown up

in the public eye, are shown relaxed and off-duty,

while others included in the display have simply stood

up for what they believe in, like gun-crime lobbyist

Jae’don Fearon, only thirteen years old, and peace

activist Iris Andrews. Representing the countless

young people in Britain today who are talented,

focused and driven, Exceptional Youth looks to be a

truly inspirational display.

Catherine Bromley

PRESS OFFICER (PROJECTS)

PHOTOGRAPHER EMMA HARDY has brought together 

a diverse collection of inspiring young people in a new

project celebrating talent at an early age. Exceptional

Youth includes authors, musicians, scientists, actors,

campaigners and sportsmen and women. Among

them is the extraordinarily talented young composer

Alex Prior, who at just thirteen years of age has 

been commissioned to write a new work for the

Moscow State Ballet. Alex is joined in the stunning 

collection of portraits of fellow musicians, clarinettist 

Mark Simpson (BBC Young Musician of the Year

2006), violinist Nicola Benedetti and pianist 

Benjamin Grosvenor.

EXCEPTIONAL
YOUTH 

PHOTOGRAPHS 
BY EMMA HARDY

Until 8 April 2007

Balcony Gallery

ABOVE

Georgette Heyer

by Howard Coster, 1939

RIGHT FROM TOP

Kate O’Brien

by Howard Coster, 1930

Angel Brazil

by Elliott & Fry, 1920

RIGHT

Alex Prior

by Emma Hardy, 

2006

Alex Prior (pictured left) will be performing at the

Gallery as part of the free Friday evening music 

programme on Friday 17 November at 18.30.



timeline of their family history using intriguing original

family photographs, and the Lam family interpreted

the brief by building a 3D family tree complete with

branches and leaves. In London families from the 

Soho Family Centre used postcards to take us on a

journey to their version of a traditional British seaside

holiday in Clacton. One of the fathers, a Chinese chef,

cleverly used the food in his restaurant as a metaphor

for the family and Chinese family values.

Sarah Champion, CEO of the Chinese Arts Centre,

says: ‘Cherish has provided a unique opportunity for

the Chinese community to represent themselves 

within a national gallery. The families have all worked

with leading Chinese photographers, who have given

them the skills and confidence to document their 

own lives. This is a really important exhibition, as it

presents a realistic glimpse of Chinese contemporary

life in Britain and draws our attention to the 

similarities, and differences, between these families

and our own.’

Alongside photographs, installations and audio-visual

work created by participants, the Cherish exhibition

features family photographs from the Gallery’s

Collection. They range from the family of the 

nineteenth-century artist and poet Dante Gabriel

Rossetti to that of Shaun Ryder, the lead singer of the

1980s alternative rock band Happy Mondays.

Particular treasures in the Gallery’s Collection are the

albums assembled by two women photographers:

Eveleen Myers in the late nineteenth century and Lady

Ottoline Morrell in the early decades of the twentieth-

century. The work of each of these women spans 

several decades and is supplemented by portraits of

their families by other photographers of the time, 

providing a broader context for their work.

Cherish follows Fame!, Look at Me, Family Faces and

Inner Picture as the fifth exhibition in the Reaching

Out, Drawing In series, a sustained programme of new

audience development which seeks to give wider

access to the Gallery’s collections through innovative

and engaging interpretation. The last exhibition in 

the programme, Four Corners, opening in March 2007,

will look at London’s rich cultural make-up.

The exhibition includes hands-on activities and a 

family trail, and is accompanied by events for families

and other visitors.

Rebecca Connock

REACHING OUT, DRAWING IN PROJECT MANAGER

THE FIFTH EXHIBITION in the Gallery’s acclaimed

Reaching Out, Drawing In programme, Cherish:

Chinese Families in Britain is an exhibition of work

made during a recent photography project involving

Chinese families from across the UK. The families

worked with three artist-photographers to create 

new work inspired by the Gallery’s Collection and their

own cherished family albums. The resulting exhibition

is a diverse celebration of family history, looking at 

the family photo album from the perspective of these

Chinese communities.

Developed in partnership with the Chinese Arts Centre

in Manchester and funded by the Heritage Lottery

Fund, Cherish has evolved out of three community-

based projects, each led by a professional Chinese

photographer: Pamela So worked with families in

Glasgow; Yan Preston with families in Manchester; 

and Anthony Lam with families in London. In each

location the participants have used photography to

explore what family means to them.

One of the photographers working on the project,

Pamela So, told us: ‘For the generation of Chinese 

who came to Britain in their teens and early twenties,

there is a sense that the real family life is still in their

home countries. The generation of Chinese born in

Britain are forming their own family culture, marrying

here and living a life more akin to that of their British 

contemporaries. The work I have made with the 

families gives an insight to the diversity of Chinese

family life in Britain.’

Each family has brought a different approach and

their own perspective to the project. For many of the

families, food and allotments were a recurring theme.

The Chong family in Glasgow represent themselves

with a purpose-built potting shed, decorated with

images of their Malaysian Chinese family. Again from

Glasgow, the Ang family used digital photography to

document the important journey back to their roots in

Hong Kong. In Manchester the Lee family created a

CHERISH

CHINESE
FAMILIES IN
BRITAIN

23 September 2006–

11 March 2007

Studio Gallery

Admission free

Supported by the 

Heritage Lottery Fund

ABOVE

Malaysian Family

by H.T. Chong

© H.T. Chong

LEFT FROM TOP

Grace Getting Ready

by Pamela So, 2006

© Pamela So

Hong Kong 2006

by Anthony Lam and 

Ricky & Landy Siow

© Anthony Lam

BELOW

Family Food

by Anthony Lam and Ricky Siow

© Anthony Lam



FAITH AND
CHURCH 

PORTRAITS BY
DON McCULLIN

AT A TIME WHEN QUESTIONS of faith and community

come under close scrutiny, the possibility of exploring

the theme through portraits representing the major

faiths in the country has been fascinating. This 

commission is the third in a series that has already

charted the health sector and telecommunications.

Establishing a list of sitters for Faith and Church was

challenging. Demographics provided the key. Using

the National Census we researched the religions with

the greatest number of members. The results, the

strength of the Orthodox churches and the Sikh faith,

the relatively few Jews and fewer Buddhists, were 

surprising. We agreed on ten sitters, four representing

Christianity, two Islam, two Judaism, one Hinduism

and one Sikhism. The simplicity of the approach

belied the inherent problems. Each religion has 

very different hierarchical structures, and choosing

uncontested figures is difficult.

With the advice of many organisations and faith 

representatives, the final list included the leaders of

the Anglican and Catholic Churches, the Archbishops

of Canterbury and Westminster, and two women,

Baroness Richardson of Calow and Reverend Esme

Beswick. In their former roles as presidents of the

Churches Together in England they represented many

other branches of Christianity, including the Free

Churches, the Black Majority, the Orthodox and the

Quakers. Representatives of other faiths were drawn

largely from the pioneers who had organised their 

communities to give them a cultural and political

voice. These included Dr Pasha, General Secretary of

the Union of Muslim Organisations, and O.P. Sharma,

founder member of the Interfaith Network.

Concerned by questions of representation in Islam, 

Dr Pasha agreed to take part on the assurance that

the display would contribute to the future of Islam 

in England. We firmly believe that it will.

Critical to the success of any commission is the choice

of photographer. To invite Don McCullin, one of the

greatest documenters of human tragedy and conflict,

to make these portraits may seem perverse. But 

the strength of McCullin’s work lies not simply in 

bearing witness. It is his photographic mastery, his

exploration of light and composition and his innate

humanity that together make his images so potent.

Discussing the project, McCullin commented, ‘No

photographer would refuse to take this group of 

sitters and make something harmonious, especially 

at this point in time.’ We agreed that the portraits

would be shot in an environment that reflected the

sitters’ spiritual lives, ‘authenticating who they are. 

I like to give information as a photographer, 

atmospheric information.’

Light is the cornerstone of McCullin’s work. ‘I think

photography is about light, not always about the

occasion … it is the most enduring feature to any

form of portraiture.’ A tight schedule was organised

for September. Shooting daily facilitated a coherent

vision, and a constant quality of light, snatched

before the season changed. It gave an urgency to 

the project, and a pressure that McCullin relishes. 

To counter the possible vicissitudes of the English

weather he briefed an assistant, Roger Richards, to

create ‘what looks like natural daylight. I don’t want

it to look lit. I want to bring all the definition to the

face and at the same time try to obtain that

Rembrandt lighting.’

Through the first week in September we moved day

by day from location to location, and faith to faith:

John Wesley’s House, the Sternberg Centre for

Judaism, the Central Mosque, the Sikh Gurdwara Sri

Guru Singh Sabha, and a High Anglican church in

south London where the Pentecostal sitter preaches.

It was a thrilling journey through the cultural diversity

of contemporary Britain, marked at every location by

kindness and courtesy. The difference from McCullin’s

photojournalism, which he describes as ‘stealing’

photographs, ‘helping myself without permission’,

was the invitation to go and photograph the sitter.

‘We [the Gallery, the sitter and the photographer] 

all trusted each other,’ he says.

In each location McCullin looked at the light first. At

Lambeth Palace the fourteenth-century Guard Room

gave him what he was searching for, ‘a marriage

between light and sitter’, and a palpable history 

RIGHT FROM TOP

Don McCullin directing 

the Hindu sitter O.P. Sharma 

at the Bhaktiredanta, 2006

Don McCullin and Roger 

Richards discussing lighting 

for the shot at Westminster

Catherdal, 2006

Both © Anne Braybon



will be most apparent, the almost impossible tonal

extremes heightening the emotional content of 

the image.

At an early stage in the discussions about this 

project, Sandy Nairne, the Gallery’s Director, spoke 

of his conviction that we should commission 

‘a photographer of particular and singular vision –

someone whose own experience might in some way

create a particular resonance with the distinguished

sitters’. Reflecting on the project, McCullin speaks of

the burden of imagery in his mind, the massive

archival memory of suffering that he has witnessed;

and his hope that the Faith and Church portraits will

be ‘representative of humanity, strong enough to

bring us together in a peaceful and harmonious way,

so that we can lead ourselves out of the warring, the

pain and the destruction’. It is a singular vision.

Anne Braybon

CONSULTANT AND ADMINISTRATOR FOR

PHOTOGRAPHIC GROUP PORTRAITS

that he was ‘hankering after’. Packing his cameras

after the shoot he spoke with excitement of the ‘dark

hammerbeam ceiling embracing the Archbishop,

stealing him’, until the changing light from the 

window ‘held him back’. He reflected on the presence

of both Archbishops, ‘the feeling of dedication, a

sense of being in the presence of important people,

yet people with dignity’. It was the hallmark of many

of the sitters.

The final images evoke nineteenth-century aesthetics.

McCullin cites his thinking in photography as going

back to the beginning of the medium and it is 

visible in his approach to this series. The settings are

rich with information, the lighting emotive, the 

compositions quiet, the sitters presented as dignified,

still, eminent.

For McCullin, making the print is as important and

intense as the actual shoot, ‘testing and teasing the

light … challenging the light itself’. It is in his 

prints that the relationship of the Faith and Church

portraits to his photojournalism and his landscapes

ABOVE FROM TOP

Polaroids taken in preparation for

the Archbishop of Westminster’s

portrait.  

Don McCullin

by Roger Richards, 2006

The Archbishop of Westminster

by Don McCullin, 2006

Both © Don McCullin

LEFT

Study of Cardinal Cormac 

Murphy-O’Connor, Archbishop 

of Westminster, in St Patrick’s

Chapel, Westminster 

Cathedral, London

by Don McCullin, 2006

© Don McCullin



MOMENTS IN
BRITISH 
HISTORY 

THE RARE BOOKS
COLLECTION 
OF THE HEINZ
ARCHIVE &
LIBRARY

The Library’s copy was once owned by John Julius

Angerstein and bears his bookplate and signature 

on the title-page. Angerstein, now considered the

‘father of Lloyds’, was a friend and patron of the 

artistic circle that included Sir Joshua Reynolds and 

Sir Thomas Lawrence. 

The items described here provide only a snapshot 

of this special collection, as many more rare books 

are distributed among the open shelves. Only the 

systematic cataloguing of the whole Library collection

will reveal the true extent of its holdings and enable 

a full conservation assessment to be undertaken – 

a process currently hindered by the absence of an

electronic information management system. Plans 

are under way, but crucial funds are still needed. 

Making the Library catalogue available online will

make this unique collection accessible to scholars and

new audiences worldwide, and enable the hidden

treasures of the basement in Orange Street to play

their part in telling the story of Great Britain.

Gabriele Popp LIBRARIAN and 

Lucy Morgan  LIBRARY VOLUNTEER

The refurbishment of the building in which the Heinz

Archive & Library is housed was made possible by the

generous support of the Drue Heinz Foundation.

The Heinz Archive & Library was opened by Her

Majesty The Queen on 17 November 1993 .

THE AIR-CONDITIONED and climate-controlled 

basement beneath the busy Gallery offices on

Orange Street houses the treasures of the Heinz

Archive and Library. The Library collections date back

to the Gallery’s foundation in 1856 and continue to

grow by acquisition or donation. They support the

curatorial and research work of Gallery staff and can

be consulted by the public, by appointment, in the

Public Study Room. Locked into rolling stacks at the

farthest corner of the store are about 800 items that

form the Library’s rare books collection, painting a

small but significant picture of how British history and

the people that shaped it are documented and

reflected in the literature of their time. Spanning five

centuries, it ranges from Sir Thomas Chaloner’s 1579

‘landmark of British humanism’, De rep. Anglorum

instauranda libri decem (a poem of 8,000 Latin 

hexameters, including an elegy on the death of Lady

Jane Grey), to Cicely Hamilton’s feminist propaganda

play A Pageant of Great Women, published by the

Suffrage Shop in 1910.

Shining a light on another struggle for liberation is 

a series of hand-coloured prints of caricatures 

depicting the participants of the Indian Round-Table

Conference, 1931. This second of three conferences

held in the 1930s to discuss India’s self-rule took

place in London and was the only one attended by

Gandhi himself. The conferences may not have been

very successful, as independence did not come until

after World War II, but the artist Imre (later Emery)

Kelen created a fascinating record of the spectrum of

Indian and British political society at this unique

moment of colonial history. Another undoubtedly 

significant event in British history was the funeral 

of Arthur Wellesley, Duke of Wellington, who died in

1852. His body was brought to London for a state

funeral – an honour also accorded to Nelson and

Churchill – and his was one of the most spectacular

ever, seen by over one and a half million people. The

funeral procession was immortalised by Henry Aiken

in his Panoramic view of the entire funeral 

procession of Arthur, Duke of Wellington, a 66-foot-

long continuous hand-coloured aquatint folded into

fifty-six panels.

Apart from documenting events and people, printing

and publishing history is recorded in several examples

of Victorian periodical publications. Works such as

Portraits of Illustrious Females were mostly published

in fascicules of individual illustrations, purchased by

subscription and bound by their owners. Complete

illustrated books published in this way are often

unique, as subscriptions were sometimes interrupted,

parts lost or bound volumes broken up and prints 

sold individually. Another facet of book history is 

represented by the 1813 Memoirs of Sir Joshua

Reynolds . . . comprising original anecdotes of many

distinguished persons by James Northcote. 

ABOVE FROM TOP

Cover of Cicely Hamilton’s 

A Pageant of Great Women, 1910

A caricature of Mahatma Gandhi

from the Indian Round-Table

Conference, by Imre Kelen, 1931

ABOVE RIGHT

A page from Portraits of 

Illustrious Females showing 

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

RIGHT

Panoramic view of the entire 

funeral procession of Arthur, 

Duke of Wellington

by Henry Aiken, 1853



MAKING ART IN
TUDOR BRITAIN

A SCIENTIFIC 
SURVEY OF 
OUR EARLY 
COLLECTIONS

in Britain and the Netherlands in order to help 

interpret the findings. We will begin by looking at

some of the most significant early panel portraits 

from the Collection, including our oldest portrait, King

Henry VII, dating from 1505, and perhaps the most

unusual, the anamorphic portrait of King Edward VI 

of 1546 by the Netherlandish artist William Scrots.

Funding for the first year is in place, but the Gallery

hopes to raise funds to support this groundbreaking

research over a five-year period. The project is 

ambitious, but without the ability to draw upon a wide

range of material, including comparative examples

from other collections, we will be unable to identify

patterns in working practices or make links between

individual paintings and artists’ workshops. We hope

that the findings of this innovative research will help to

transform our understanding of English Renaissance

art and, if we are successful in raising funds, this work

will become the basis of a future exhibition and a 

programme of public lectures.

For further details about how you can support the

Gallery’s work in this area please contact: Kirsty

Sprawson (ksprawson@npg.org.uk), or Carol Trevor

(ctrevor@npg.org.uk), on 020 7312 2454.

Tarnya Cooper 16TH CENTURY CURATOR and  

Rab MacGibbon  ASSISTANT CURATOR

WHAT MORE CAN WE LEARN about a portrait painted

500 years ago? The Gallery has the largest public 

collection of Tudor and Jacobean painting in the world

and its collections are an important national resource.

However, the last major body of research on them was

published nearly forty years ago (in 1969) by Sir Roy

Strong, whose catalogue Tudor and Jacobean Portraits

still forms the basis of our existing knowledge. Despite

the pioneering work by Roy Strong and others, there

are still many unanswered questions about the works

in this part of our Collection. The majority of our early

pictures are by unknown artists, and when, where and

why these pictures were painted is often uncertain.

Significant research has been undertaken on 

individual pictures and specific artists, but to date

there has been no sustained programme of research

into the artistic practice of the time in England. This 

is due to change in 2007, when the Gallery will 

embark on the first year of a project to undertake a

detailed scientific survey of over eighty of its paintings

of the period 1500–1620. The work will use the latest

scientific techniques in order to try to learn more

about individual paintings and piece together a map

of different artistic practices, techniques and styles

used by artists working in Britain. Paintings that have 

survived for over 400 years have often suffered 

considerably over time and techniques such as 

ultraviolet light and X-ray can help us to identify 

paint losses, damage, areas of past cleaning and over-

painting. Other techniques such as infrared analysis

can help to identify the artist’s original designs, 

providing important evidence as to whether the 

portrait was painted from life. Used in conjunction

with art-historical knowledge and expertise, these

types of scientific techniques can help us to date

paintings more accurately and provide new details

about their production, as well as further evidence

about their original appearance, usage and probable

meanings in a wider social and historical context.

How much more can be gained from this type of

analysis is already becoming clear. Several pictures

have been part of an initial pilot study, including 

a small panel painting of Mary, Queen of Scots

(1542–87). The picture was acquired in 1916 but its

poor state and over-painting led past curators to date

it to the eighteenth century (see right for image before

and after conservation). The panel was examined

using dendrochronology (the dating of panels by

counting the tree rings) and this established a likely

execution date of 1560–92. Subsequent conservation

and removal of the later over-paint revealed an oval 

surround and inscription, ‘MARIA SCOTIAE’. 

The painting constitutes an exciting rediscovery of 

a portrait painted either during the queen’s lifetime 

or very shortly after her death. Other pictures 

examined include the remarkable portrait of 

Elizabeth I, known as the Darnley portrait, by an

unknown foreign artist. The use of infrared analysis

provided startling evidence of very sketchy freehand

drawing underneath the paint layers which is quite

unlike the carefully controlled designs employed by

English artists at this date. 

The first year of the project will begin in April 2007 

and the Gallery will draw on the expertise of art 

historians and conservators working at universities 

ABOVE

Mary Queen of Scots

before (right) and after (left) 

conservation

by an unknown artist, c.1560–92

LEFT

Queen Elizabeth I, also known 

as the ‘Darnley portrait’

by an unknown artist

c.1575

Infrared photograph of the 

right hand revealing considerable 

freehand under-drawing

What scientific techniques can

tell us about pictures:

• Infrared reflectography: a 

technique used to reveal under-

drawing and changes to the 

initial design

• Paint analysis: an investigation

of microscopic pigment samples 

in order to help with dating

• Dendrochronology: an 

examination of tree rings, which

can help to provide the earliest

felling dates for the wood used in

a panel. The technique can also

indicate the geographical origin

of the wood

• X-ray: a technique used to 

identify changes in composition

beneath the surface of the paint

layers

• Microscopic examination and 

photography: used to examine

the construction of paint layers

and glazes

• Ultraviolet investigation: a

method which helps to reveal old

restoration and varnish layers
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Recorded Information Line 

020 7312 2463

Avoid the High Street this year and give Membership as a special 

gift for Christmas to friends and family.  This unique gift offers a

whole year of unlimited free entry to exciting exhibitions; endless

inspiration from our fantastic Collection, invitations to special events

and private previews, discounts in the Portrait Café and Portrait

Restaurant with its unparalleled views over London . . . all for as little

as £25. Membership makes the perfect Christmas gift.

You can choose to receive the gift pack yourself to give to the recipient, or we

can send it directly to the Member with your personal greeting.

When you buy a gift Membership during November and December, why not

relax with a coffee in the Portrait Café and enjoy a complimentary mince pie.

(Last date when Gift Memberships can be purchased Monday 18 December 2006.

Portrait Café/mince pie offer available until 31 December 2006.)

ABOVE FROM TOP

Julian Otteline Vinogradoff (née Morrell) by Lady Ottline Morrell, 1913

Lenworth George (‘Lenny’) Henry by Trevor Leighton, 1989 © Trevor Leighton

Portrait Café © Phillip Waterman

Membership

You can arrange your gift and receive your Portrait
Café offer:

• online

• by phone

• by post 

• in person at the Information Desk in the Gallery

and quote ‘Members Christmas’


